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Paper 1

nratorwcTiOH 
By C . P. Kelm

A very general revlev w ill be given in the following papers summer 1*- 
ing the ac tlv ltle e  of the various sections comprising the Isotope Research 
and Production Division of T-12.

This organisation has primarily grown out of a program of separating 
the naturally occurring isotopoe, and occasionally soae a r t i f ic ia l  ones, of 
a l l  the elements. Our research Is closely related to  Isotopes, or Involves 
problems close to  the ac tiv itie s  of an Isotope-separation program. Most of 
the various departments or sections in  th is division vers operating in the 
period between I9M* and 19^5 and have, for the most p a rt, merely shifted 
their ac tiv ity  from uranium to many other elements.

Blnce the f a l l  of 19^5 a t least forty of the approximately sixty 
elements below atomic number 83 (bismuth) having naturally- occurring iso 
topes, mostly stable but occasionally radioactive like and a t least 
two elements containing a r t i f ic ia l ly  radioactive isotopes (Be and U) have 
been successfully processed in the four calutrons available for th is separa
tion work. Such an Isotope-separation program as th is  cannot be done with
out research and development. Research Is being carried on In the closely 
related fie ld s of Inorganic chemistry, physics, spectroscopy, metallurgy, 
and ceramics because the ir findings are essential not only to the successful 
performance of such a broad Isotope-separation program as th is  but because 
they produce resu lts of fundamsntal value.

Much of the research on enriched Isotopes Is being done outside th is 
division—particu larly  In unclassified fie ld s, as I t  should be—as Is evi
denced by a  large number of Isotopes ranging from a few milligrams to 
several hundred milligrams each being continually sent to a t  least f if ty  
different research laboratories.

During 19^9 a t least sixty references were noted In the technical 
lite ra tu re , c iting  the use of enriched Isotopes from th is  separation program. 
Many of these a rtic le s  came from Oak Ridge Rational Laboratory and the rest 
cams from other ABC projects and from th irty  university laboratories. In 
1950 thus fa r  over f if ty  such reports have appeared In "The Physical Review." 
An outstanding example, I think, Is the July 1, 1950 Issue In which there 
appears one a r t ic le , six le tte rs  to  the editor, and eleven abstracts from 
the Washington Physical Society meeting, a l l  on research done by means of 
enriched isotopes supplied from th is  program. The ultim ate value of making 

. these Isotopes available, of course, cannot even be estimated.
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Supplying thee# laotopea for auch baelc work la In ltaolf one of our 

min objectives, And the published reporte lndlcmto that that objective la 
a fruitful on*. Another object Ira la the reaeerch and devalopeant cooing 
within our own labor* tor lea, Including not only engineering leproreeanta 
In the earn* ae pare tore but experimentation In the baelc flalda of a c lance 
ea well.
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Paper 2

CAUTTROH OPERATION AKD ISOTOPE-SEPARATION RESEARCH 

By C. I .,Nornand

The objectives of the Isotope Production and Development Section are 
(1) production of enriched samples of the naturally occurring Isotopes and 
(?) carrying out such research and development as say be required for this 
production. Of approximately fifty people comprising the group, roughly 
60 per cent are engaged directly In production, seas 25 per cent In rsssaroh 
and development, and the remaining 1” per cent In cuch actlrltlee as build
ing, shop and office services, and administration.

Production Is under the supervision of Leon Love, assisted by Bill Bell 
in calutron operation and Bill Prater In mechanical servicing. This vork 
is carried out on a continuous three-shift schedule* %

A group of ten engineers and physicists are engaged In the research 
and development activities. These men are George Banlc, Bill Cobb, Forrest 
Duncan, Paul Dunn, Harold Green, Bill Leyshon, Bill Ward, George Veils,
Grady Whitman, and Paul Vllklnson. Vs have the services of Roy Goelln 
from Oglethorpe and Howard Carr from Auburn during the summer months.

The distinction between development and production vork la not always 
clear-cut. Development, if successfully carried out, leads eventually, and 
sometimes Imperceptibly, Into production; production, even when It has 
become vell-establlehed and routine In nature, can contribute substantially 
to development. It hem been estimated, however, that during the past year 
some 25 per cent of the available calutron time was devoted to research and 
development and the remaining 73 per cent to lertope collection. Such a 
ratio le naturally not fast.

Tangible results of this effort were the production, during the past 
fiscal year, of 103 Isotope samples of 25 different elements. Of these 
25 elements, 5 (La, 6e, 8a, Nd, and Hf) wars processed for ths first time.
Of those remaining some were run to replenish the Inventory, others to pro
vide requested quantities of particular isotopes, and still others to meet 
some epeclflo requirements of the user. In the last class such separations 
as that of potassium to produce high purity 1*0 and of carbon to produce 
99«99 per cent C*2 might be mentioned.

On combining the production In the past year with that of previous 
years, It le found that 41 elements have been electromagnet lcally processed 
to date. Of the stable elements known to have Isotopes only 18 remain to 
be processed, and these fall Into three distinct groups as follows:
(1) seven are gases (H2, He, H?, He, A, Kr, and Ze), (2) six are rare earths
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(Eu, Gd, Dy, E, Yb, and Lu), and (3) five are platinum-like mo tala (Hu, Pd,
Oe, Ir, and Pt).

Kleaenta in each of theee groups present similar problems of processing * 
With the gases there are the problems of retention and contamination from 
neutral particles. In the case of the rare earths actual availability of 
the starting material is a problem, and operation at rather high teiyperatures 
also complicates the situation. In the platinum-like metals high-temperature 
operation and meager ion production are the principal problems to be met.

Production figures alone provide an Incomplete picture of the vork of 
the group in that they do not Indicate the production problems encountered 
or the supporting research and development vork required. Typical develop
ment problems and vherever possible the production problems that brought 
these developments shout vlU be sketched briefly.

High-temperature Source Units

Development of high-temperature source unite vae undertaken primarily 
to meet the demand In processing the rare earth elements. The principal 
innovation in this development vas the substitution of graphite strip heaters 
for calrods, thereby raising the maximum operating temperature from about 
700 to above 1100°C. This change Introduced new problems, however. Heavy 
a-c heater currents resulted in mechanical failures of heater leads extend
ing across the magnetic field; also, the temperature-regulating thermoha 
proved quite Inadequate as a regulator and unreliable as a measure indicator 
of charge temporature. Both of theee difficulties have been overcome, the 
first by use of heavy mechanically supported leads and the second by redesign 
of the thermoha and installation of supplementing thermocouples.

Receiver-pocket Shielding

Efforts to collect samples of very high Isotopic purity have lead to the 
development and the adoption of shielding to protect the pocket receiving 
the wanted Isotope from material rejected from adjacent parte of the receiver. 
Higher purity has resulted from this practice.

Collector-slot 8pacings

Collector-slot epaclngs, as calculated by the best available methods, 
do not always conform to the ion-beam separations actually obtained at the 
receiver. This discrepancy vas particularly noticeable in the collection 
of Be and Li in the beta channels and of K and Te in the Alpha channelo. 
Apparently this is only one phase of the more general problem of lon-beam 
pattern at the receiver, and this is being studied both theoretically and 
erporlmentally.

Vacuum-discharge Scrubbers

The use of HpS as charge material in the processing of sulfur and the 
running of beryllium, together with the prospect of running other toxic

uo6
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materials, omnium, for examplo, has Load to the Installation of offset Its 
scrubbers In all of the racuun-dlecharge linos.

Charge -svaluat Ion Laboratory

This laboratory In which a variety of calutran type experiments can 
be carried out on a reduced scale le now in operation. Currently the equip
ment le being used In close-geos*try lov-voltago-source studies. Maximum 
evaluations of the operating parameters of this equipment are 5-kv accelera
ting voltage, 6500-oersted Magnetic-field strength, and zfrIn. beam radius.

Magnetic Centrifuge

A theoretical study has been made of the separative action to be obtained 
from centrifuging an Ionised medium In an axially-directed magnetic field. A 
summarizing report on this work le now being prepared.

QUESTION: Would you say a word about thatT I am afraid I don't under
stand.

ANSWER: Basically the idea v&s that If, In centrifuging, the material
to be centrifuged contains Ions, either gaseous ions or ions In solution, 
and if the centrifuge la about an axis parallel to • magnetic field, then In 
addition to the centrifugal action there would be the electromagnetic action 
of the ion particles rotating in the field. Tou have the possibility of 
directing the field and the direction of rotation eo that these two forcea 
act either together or In opposite directions. By causing the forces to act 
In opposite directions, there is Ideally the possibility that two different 
Isotopes might be caused to migrate in opposite direction* radially. The 
whole problem, of course, Involves all the difficulties ot analysis of 
centrifugal problems plus the added complication of the electromagnetic 
forces.

QUESTION: But nothing has been built?
ANSWER: Nothing has been built. It le purely a theoretical considera

tion today.
QUESTION: How does It look? Does it look practical?
ANSWER: It does not look very practical. One of the big difficulties

la the fact that to get useful separation wo need more Ions than we see ary 
way of getting in the material to be centrifuged.

QUESTION: Calculations have been made for liquids too?
ANSWER: Both liquids and gases have been considered. I wouldn't bay 

that completely adequate solutions have corns out of all these calculations 
but they have been considered.

Abnormal Isotopic Ratios

In the processing of lithium, abnormal isotopic ratios have been ob
served both In the monitored Ion collection and In samples recovered from 
various parte of the c&lutron, Including the charge bottle and arc chamber. 
These ratios are abnormal In that they differ from the natural abundance
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ra tio  In the in i t i a l  charge material and cannot be explained in terns as 
a lupin d is tilla tio n  and diffusion theory. A series of ezperiaents hare 
been carried out to  determine any source of mass discrimination tha t might 
account for these ra tio s . These experiments involve mass analyses of 
numerous samples collected from various parts of the calutroc under various 
conditions of operation. Partial resu lts , which are now available, give 
supporting evidence of some sort of mass discrimination In the source unit 
but are not yet su fficien t for giving the source of th is discrimination.

QUESTION: Could you say a couple of words .about that? I  take i t  
that what ve are talking about is th is  arc diffusion.

ANSWER: That has been called arc diffusion, possibly a misnomer, but 
I t  is the same thing, pie in i t ia l  observation of th is arose from the fact 
that If  the received Ll° and Li7 were monitored at the receiver during 
calutron separation, the ratio  of U7 to  Li° turns out to be on the average 
over a nuatoer of runs a value of about lk . 3* whereas the normal ratio  of U° 
to Ll7 I s of the order of 12.3.

QUESTION: And th is  is caught where?
ANSWER: This is  a t  the receiver — the 100 deg position — and is , on 

the basis of monitored currents, scanned and collected. As our experimental 
work has gone on, we have found peculiar ra tios in various parts of the 
samples recovered from various parts of the equipment. Incidentally, this 
Is not a constant thing. * I t  varies during the run and ae b e tte r  operation 
has been obtained there has been a tendency for this ra tio  to  approach more 
normal.

QUESTION: Have you set up an experiment in which you simply have an 
arc and try  to see whether or not there is  a separation within the arc i t 
se lf  t

ANSWER: The aeries of experimente involve operating the calutron in 
the sense of sending lithium out through the arc chamber, both with and 
without the arc, and collecting samples that con be compared. Obviously 
our isotopic analyses need comparison on a  more or lose s ta t i s t ic a l  basis.

QUESTION: Could you indicate which way the U? goes preferentially  to 
the U r in the arc?

ANSWER: So fa r ae the analyses of collections from various parts are 
concerned, they have been taken from so many places I  would rea lly  hesitate 
to s ta r t giving data because we have reams of i t  on tha t. In general, the 
effect is that with operation there is  an increase in the ra tio  of U ' to 
Ll° within the charge material le f t  In the bo ttle . That 5e to  be expected,
1 think. As a matter of fact In the arc chamber ve get th is  analysis depend- 
lng on whether ve used I t  ae a single chamber or whether ve s p l i t  i t  up into 
sections and take samples from opposite ends, so the data are rather complex 
to  analyze there.

• QUESTION: Is i t  that there is  m ultiple scattering going on in the arc .
and therefore ve have a diffusion phenomenon within the arc?

ANSWER: Certainly ve have that but wo can 't pin down the extent to 
which i t  Is e ffec tive . Tfte possibility  of sort of a selective absorption or 
a transmission of the lithium through the carbon parts of the arc chamber has 
also been suggested. A simple diffusion separation takes place. D istilla tion

3r>!'
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effects probably suet take place aa the liquids evaporate fro* the charge 
material In the bottle, but there also suet be secondary evaporation* occur
ring from the various parte of the vapor channel. Just hov thefts secondary 
evaporations enter in ve can not say definitely on the basic of the return* 
that have come in.

QUESTION: Hov extensive an effort Is being made ncv in trying to find 
out more about this arc diffusion?

ANSWER: Ve have tvo man working on that. They are at present modify
ing their equipamnt to make use of a small charge evaluation magnet, which I 
have mentioned, whore the experiments can be carried on more conveniently 
In the small-scale equipment. The work is in a lull at present because of 
this transition.

High-output Production of Li7

Finally within the Hot of major development projects is the problem 
of high-output, production of LI?. The possible Importance of LI 7 in povor- 

i reactor development has seemed to justify considerable development directed 
toward a high-output production of this Isotope. The principal objectives 
of this program havo bean the development of high-output source units, 
possibly yielding several amperes of Ion current, and the development of 
receivers capable of absorbing the energy and retaining the material from 
such sources. Choice of charge material and selection of optimum operating 
parameters such as accelerating voltage, magnetic field, and beam radius 
might be considered as secondary objectives.

If the operating experience with standard Beta type unite Is taken as 
a point of departure, It appears unlikely that these units can give the 
desired output unless they are drastically modified. (Present limits are 
~350 ma per arc.) Experiments with grid type elite in these unite have 
given high unit silt-area outputs of as much as 1.5 amp per square Inch, 
but focusing has been poor at these outputs. Cloee-geometry low-voltage 
slit systems have not yet given Large focua outputs; however, this scheme 
offers auch great advantages In low power consumption and email energy 
dissipation at the receiver that work along this line le continuing. Dif- 
feront charge materials and operating parameters have been studied with the 
standard units. Also certain component parts have been experimentally ex
amined with this unit, such as the substitution of an arc chamber, of in
sulating material largely, in which the activating filament le placed directly 
within the arc chamber. Results with this arrangement Indicate substantially 
prolonged filament life.

The double Beta source unit represents a direct approach to the high- 
production problem and consists essentially of tvo Beta source unite having 
tvo arcs each, placed side by side In an alpha tank. Designed to operate on 
a 10- In. radius, source and receiver are mounted on a cosnon face plate. A 
single filament placed between the ends of abutting arc chambers serves to 
support two arcs. Total monitored ion currents of almost 1.5 amp have been 
obtained from this source. Although promising In Its operation, this source 
Is still far from a finished production unit.
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A number of experiments hare been made v lth  a modified Alpha-2 type 
source. This unit, haring four 14-ln. arcs, large charge capacity, and 
replaceable filaments, offers many features desirable In a  high-production 
unit. Bource-heater capacity is  barely adequate fo r operating th is  un it 
v lth  lithium natal charge m aterial, and heat dissipation and e lec trica l 
drains premise to be problems. However, the long 14-ln. arcs do operate 
sa tisfac to rily  In a weak lithium  fie ld , and fo r  high production the unit 
offers defin ite  p o ss ib ilitie s .

Two aspects of the receiver development w ill be mentioned b rie fly .
Ono of these Is a defocuslng receiver in  vhich an Insulated graphite rod is 
placed inside the enlarged receiver pocket d irec tly  in  the path of the in 
coming ion beam. The e le c tr ica l charge accumulated on th is insulated rod 
acta to disperse the Incoming Ions, spreading them over the surface of the 
collector, resulting In lover temperatures and an increase in over-all re
tention from about 50 up to  about 80 per cant. Maintaining Insulation of 
thle diffusing slactrode is  a problem that has not bean completely and 
sa tisfac to rily  solved.

The other, collector approach Is that of using a decelerating voltage 
on the receiver. This has bean done a t a decelerating voltage about 10 to  
15 per cant less than the accelerating voltage. A good reception le re a llied , 
and retention of the received material up to as high as 94 per cent is  ob
tained. n ils  arrangement also offers the possib ility  that by u tilis in g  the 
principle of power regeneration the power load on the cubicle supply, vhich 
is a lim iting factor vhen outputs reach or exceed about 1.5 amp, can be sub
s tan tia lly  reduced.

Thle suBBoarlteB briefly  the vork of the Production and Development Group.

,?<>!' 01U:



ISOTOPE CHEMISTRY SECTION ACTIVITIES

By B. S. Weaver

During the peat year alone the Isotope Chemistry Section hna performed 
a variety of functions essential to the separation of the lsotoies of sons 
28 elements and has conducted research and production activities Involving 
synthesis and study of the chanlcal properties of compounds of moat of these 
and several other elements. This paper Is limited to a discussion of recent 
work with a few specific elements of special Interest.

LITHIUM

The current Intensive research by the Division on the production of 
Li? has made It especially important that charge material of the highest 
possible quality be supplied to the calutrons. At present it appears that 
pure lithium metal Is preferable to any of Its compounds. Since the presence 
of a small amount of sodium in the beet caonerolal lithium metal causes loss 
of operating time vhlle It le being pumped off In the tanks, ve have under
taken and successfully accomplished the removal of all the sodium. This is 
done by vacuum distillation from special equipment which accommodates two 
charge bottles simultaneously. Precise conditions for effective separation 
have been determined, and the metal produced has greatly Increased the calu- 
tron operating efficiency. This process, known among us as " denazification," 
vac de veloped by the charge-preparation group, consisting of Stan Fairboume, 
Cliff Sheridan, and Charlie Harrison. This group Is called on to supply a 
pure anhydrous volatile charge material for each element.

The next chemical step in Isotope production is removal of all Impurities 
and conversion of the isotope to a useful, stable compound. The impurities 
comprising most of the camson metals, especially Cu, Fe, Cr, Nl, Ag, SI, Tl, 
Fb, Sn, Mn, Mo, Al, B, and Ca, must be removed by a series of chemical opera
tions, including precipitations, electrolyses, extractions, filt rat ions, and 
ignitions. Most of the recent refinement work on lithium has been done by 
Ken Allen. The success of hie efforts Is attested by analysis of a recently 
produced large sample of LI?. This material, weighing 296 g as LI2SO4, was 
found spectrographically to contain: Fe, 0.02 per cent) Mg, 0.01 per cent)
Na, <0.15 per cent; and 8i, <0.08 por cent. v

There have also been numerous small experimental samples which required 
only partial purification and conversion to Iodide for mass analysis. Ken 
Allen and Frank Scheitlln have set up procedures for the rapid handling of 
such samples on the milligram scale from various sources.
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Since the eventual a la  of the lithium- leotope — separation project is  to 
supply pure LI? In the m etallic form, the chemists have had to consider 
carrying the purification ouch farther to meet as yet unknown specifications, 
f in a lly  reducing a lithium  compound to pure lithium  metal without loss of 
sign ifican t amounts of the element. . The advice of experts from the industria l 
producers of lithium w ill be sought on th is  problem. However, I t  i s  hoped 
th a t Dr. Normand's group w ill be able to  co llect the element in such a way 
th a t the major part of i t  can be obtained d irec tly  from the collectors as pure 
metal. *■/

GALLIUM

The rare olament gallium has occupied a considerable part of our efforts 
during recent months. Orem quantities of Ga?1 of high purity, both isotopically 
and chemically, have been distributed to  users, and Ga°9 Is nw  in  process of 
refinement. Gallium Iodide, node directly from the elements or by way of the 
oxide, was found to  be a very eatlefactory charge material. A very helpful 
observation made here was the fact that hydrlodic acid Is a superior solvent 
for gallium oxide.

Since gallium Is a  re la tive ly  expensive metal, the several hundred grams 
of I t  deposited on the inner va ils of the calutron tank lin e r was recovered 
and separated from, moat of the large quantities of staln lsaa^steel constituents 
and other elements washed out with I t .  . After further purification in  small 
batches sane of th is  m aterial has been used In other research on gallium.

Gallium isotopes were collected on carbon, which has such remarkable 
absorbing powers for th is  metal that the surfaces of the carbon pockets did 
not show any signs of erosion by the Ionic beams nor any'visible deposits of 
gallium. There had previously been fears th a t the low-melting metal would 
run out of the pockets and be loot. Ignition of the carbon gave the f i r s t  
evidence that the gallium w as*still present.

B ill Davie refined the f i r s t  Isotope with considerable e ffo rt, partly 
because of the d ifficu lty  of removing sodium Introduced to make the oxide 
soluble. Refinement of the second Isotope Is proceeding more rapidly as a re 
su lt  of hie experience. The fin a l spectrographlc analysis of the Ga«l oxide 
(10.46 g Ga203) was as follows: Al, 0.04 per cent; Mg, 0.02 per cent) Ag 
<0.04 per cent) Si, <0.08 per cent) and Pt <0.08 per cent.

Milligram quantities of material fo r mass analysis were conveniently 
made by dissolving oxide In hydrlodic acid, drying in  vacuo, and fin a lly  sub
limating the Iodide. Iodides are finding Increasing applications In mass 
analysis as well as In calutron charge m aterial. Frank Scheltlln has become 
expert In the optimum procedures and conditions fo r synthesis of milligram 
quantities of Iodides of several elements.

Our Interest In gallium chemistry has recently been greatly extended by 
the receipt of a contract fo r the synthesis of gallium compounds fo r use In 
the cancer-research program of the Medical Division of the Oak Ridge Institu te  
of Nuclear Studies. The elm Is to syntheelze soma compound of gallium vhlch 
w ill carry th is element through the blood stream’ and then allow I t  to be 
deposited In the bones. In Buch a form radlogaIlium would bring a high level 
of activ ity  In contact with malignant bone growth.

0 1 2
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Radioactive gallium has already been used as the citrate In the treat

ment of bone cancer in human beings. However, the o it rate ion is unacceptable 
to the body because of its power of coeplsxlng the calcium in the blood. Ita 
Introduction must be compensated for by the simultaneous injection of calcium 
gluconate. The few other gallium salts of organic acids reported in the 
literature may be no better.

E. V. Jones, who lo here this summer from the University of Alabama, has 
been attempting to synthesize gallium euoclnate and ascorbate. Bill Davis Is 
Investigating the possibility of double salts containing one of the alkali 
metals. There is still a long list of unexplored organic acids. While the 
most direct route possible will be taken toward the very urgent main goal, 
this research should result in the synthesis of several new and interesting 
compounds of gallium.

ziRconuw
The first zirconium Isotopes asperated were all found to be contaminated 

slightly with hafnium. Even this theoretically excellent physical method vas 
Incapable of separating this pair of chemically similar elements. Today, ae 
a result of the work of the Chemical Development and Chemical Production and 
Engineering Divisions and nany individuals at Y-12, they are no longer regarded 
as chemically synonomoua' in all respects and large quantities of zirconium 
oxide essentially free of hafnium have been produced. Some of this vas available 
for our most recent separation of zirconium isotopes.

High-quality zirconium tetrachloride vas synthesized for charge material by 
the action of chlorine and carbon tetrachloride on hot zirconium oxide, followed 
by vacuum distillation of the volatile contaminants.

Bill Darla and 7red Thomas separated the enriched isotopes from their 
copper collectors and numerous impurities by a combination of several reactions, 
the most important of which vas the precipitation of zirconium tetraoandelate. 
Mandelic acid has become a standard reagent in the laboratory, and much experi
ence in purifying both zirconium and hafnium has made us well acquainted with 
both tho effectiveness and limitations of this reagent.

Among other interesting observations Is the fact that zinc is partially 
and titanium completely coprecipitated with zirconium, though neither of them 
comes down alone under the conditions used for zirconium precipitation. Com
plete separation from the Impurities Introduced by calutron operations requires 
a combination of several purification steps, with the mandelate precipitation 
the last in the series. Typical analyses of Isotopes refined in this manner 
ares Zr^O (16.29 g Z1O2), Pt, 0.04 per c*nxt; Hf, 0.005 per cent; and Z r ^  (7.27 
g Z1O2), Cu, 0.02 per oent, Te, 0.02 per tent, Pt, 0.06 per cent, Mg, 0.009 
per cent, SI, O.OQ per cent.

Tou will notice that there is still a trace of hafnium. This Is due to 
the fact that Hfl°° doubly charged equals a mass of 90 in the calutron. A 
quantity of normal zirconium oxide, prepared especially for epectrographic 
standards, had no detectable Impurities except 1 ppm boron, but, if the final 
step had been dona in platinum, that might have been absent.

Our most extensive zirconium research project has been in connection with . 
the production of zirconium tetrafluorlde for use by the Materials Laboratory
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as raw naterial for a new method of producing the metal. The fluoride had 
to be free of oxide and any considerable amounts of most other elements.
Jo Williams, vith the help of other members of the section and of chemical 
operators, has succeeded In supplying the needs for very pure Zr*4 and at the 
same time has conducted experiments vhlch hare greatly extended our knowledge 
of the reaction between ZrOp and HF, vhlch does not go to completion under 
any known conditions.

By the aid of the x-ray diffraction facilities in the Physics Section, 
two intermediate compounds have been detected. One of these is believed to 
be ZrOFg and the other has a F-Zr ratio of 3* la such a compound as ZrOZrFg 
possibleT (This would be somewhat parallel to U3O3 with I replacing 0.)
Tho latter compound has been observed only once and has not been studied 
further.

The compound ZrOFo is produced by a reaction between Z1O2 and ZrFi* at 
temperatures above 6yO°C and reacts with HF only at lover temperatures.
While moat of our pure ZrF^ was produced by incomplete hydrofluorination of 
Z1O2; followed by vacuum sublimation In separate equipment, the observed 
chemical properties of ZrOFp will probably make possible the production of 
ZrF4 in a single reactor by successive reactions at different controlled 
temperatures. There Is much room for additional research on this problem.
A preliminary research report, T-619, has been written on our past work.

HAFNIUM

The separation of hafnium isotopes was made possible by the production 
of high-quality hafnium as a by-product of the zirconium-purification pro- 

. Ject. Several kilograms of Hf02 containing only small amounts of Zr0£ was 
produced at our request by reprocessing the hafnium-rich effluents from the 
zirconium plant. Part of this oxide was separated from other impurities, 
especially titanium, and converted to HfCli* by the charge-preparation group. 
Chemical refinement of the enriched Isotopes is now in process. Procedures 
used in the refinement and mass analysis of zirconium are applicable to 
hafnium. ,

Hafnium tetrafluoride has also been produced In our laboratory and used 
by the Materials Laboratory in the production of unusually large amounts of 
hafnium metal. Hafnium oxide apparently reacts with HF more readily and 
completely than does ZrOp. '

The availability of the first large quantities of pure compounds of 
both zirconium and hafnium should make possible more accurate determinations 
of some of their physical p^pertleo. Work on some of the more easily de
termined properties la now under way In the Chemistry Section. Bob Bailey 
has made preliminary preparations for the redetermination of the densities 
of both Z1O2 and BPOg and for a comparison of the solubilities of the tetra- 
nandelatee of the two elements In water. This work has been crowded Into hie 
regular echedule of refining the isotopes of such elements as lead, zinc, and 
titanium.

Some time has already been spent in testing a new method of determining 
tho relative amounts of zirconium and hafnium in mixtures. This method con
sists of weighing the material first as the tstramandelate and then as the

0*4
1

\
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oxide. The ratio of molecular weights of pure zirconium oaadelato and zir^ 
coniun oxide is 5.6463, that for the corresponding hafnium compounds is 
3.7184. Mixtures of the two have intermediate ratios. This considerable 
difference in weight ratlou and the high purity attainable by precipitation 
of the mandelates permits more precise analysis of such mixtures than does 
any other known chemical method. Analyses of some test samples by Bill Davis 
have given excellent results, and others have pointed out the care necessary 
in washing, drying, and Igniting the mandelate. We expect to publish the 
results of the research soon.

It is interesting to observe that the presence of titanium gives high 
results for the hafnium content. This indicates that while titanium is 
apparently coprecipitated quantitatively, it comes down as some compound 
which has a much lower molecular weight than does titanium mandelate. At 
present ve do not know what that compound is.

Preparation of charge material for the separation of the isotopes of 
carbon was no problem since the requirement of a volatile compound was easily 
satisfied by carbon tetrachloride. Chemical refinement of the collected 
elemental carbon, leaving it In the elemental state, is a much more difficult 
and still unsolved problem. The impurities are laid down among the atoms in 
the carbon flakes and cannot be removed by aqueous reagents. Preliminary 
experiments with one sample achieved removal of most of the copper, the chief 
contaminant, by chlorination at temperatures up to 1100°C. Extreme purity 
may be attainable by chlorination at much higher temperatures, followed by 
high-temperature hydrofluorlnatlon, but equipment necessary to perform these 
operations without I0S6 of carbon has not been devised yet.

Louis Gilpatrick has already prepared samples for mass analysis of 
numerous collections of carbon.. The carbon was submitted for analysis as 
C02 after taking great precautions to prevent the introduction of any natural 
carbon.

Ollpatrlck has also served the fhyslcs Section by preparing a long 
series of samples of cyanogen chloride from potassium cyanide containing 
known amounts of C*3. Those samples were used In the standardization of 
microwave equipment for use In the mass analysis of carbon. At present he 
Is attempting to synthesize methyl mercury chloride for similar use in the 
study of mercury isotopes. Frank Scheltlin Is synthesizing tungsten carbonyl 
for use In Dr. Baldock's studies of ions. Carbonyls of various elements are 
of interest for use as possible charge materials in the calutron and other 
electromagnetic equipment. The synthesis of these compounds will be con
sidered as a part of the growing function of preparing unusual compounds for 
research by all partB of the Division.

RARE EARTHS
This Division has long been Interested In the separation of the isotopes 

of the rare earths and expects to progress as fast as suitable materials be
come available. Separations have already been made of the isotopes of cerium,

CARBON
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lanthanum, neodymium, and samarium. Oxides of a l l  these elements of 
su ffic ien t purity vero available on the market, and anhydrous chlorides 
vere prepared in the charge laboratory.

Sufficient europium has recently been offered fo r sale a t an unprec
edented loir but e tiU  prohibitive price, $20,000 per 500 g. Concen
tra tes  high in gadolinium have been obtained on contract v lth  the Lindsay 
Light & Chemical Co. B ill  Burns and Fred Kappelmonn are now busily en
gaged in  attempting to  separate the middle fraction  of gadolinium and 
samarium by fractional c ry s ta llira tio n  of rare earth  magnesium n itra te s . 
These two elements v i l l  then be separated by reduction of the samarium.
If  th is  Is not too d ifficu lt there may be a chance of going on to  obtain 
dysprosium from the same or sim ilar concentrates. The hopes of some for 
separated Isotopes of lutecium must remain, a t present, a dream of the 
d istan t fu ture.

3 on;



Paper 4a

ISOTOPE PHYSICS AND SPECTROSCOPY RESEARCH: INTRODUCTION

By L. E. Burkhart

In the Isotope Physics Section there are fifteen technical people: 
three have Ph. D. degrees and the others have Master's and Bachelor's 
degrees.

It night he said that the objective of the Isotope ihyslca Section 
is to study the properties of molecules, atoms, and nuclei. It is granted 
that this Is a broad objective, but ve approach that through our techniques 
as applied to the electromagnetic-spectrum projects vhlch are developed 
vithin the laboratory. There Is the responsibility for a Y-12-plant-vide 
service In spectrochemlcal analysis and x-ray diffraction analysis.

The Isotope Physics 8eotlon, In the calendar year 1949# turned out 
24 reports, 16 of vhlch vers unclassified and 6 of vhlch were classified. 
Seven of the unclassified reports vere published in the open literature.

Figure 1 ohovs our program as It is related to the electromagnetic 
spectrum.

At the top is seen the spectrum, frequency being in cycles per second. 
The vave lengths are given belov. The solid portion on top is the speotrum, 
as a vhole divided Into regions applying to our program. The solid section 
belov It is the scope of our program at present.

In the case of nuclear Induction, shown here in megacycles and meters, 
the i'irBt figure shove vhat our active range Is, the second, vhat our 
capacity is with our equipment. The earns Is true vith microvavo. The top 
number given shove vhat our present capacity is and the second number shove 
vhat our ultimate capacity might be.

This chart is not meant to convey the impression that ve expect to 
cover the vhole electromagnetic spectrum. On the contrary, ve expect to 
cover only that part of It vhlch applies to our ovn capabilities, eqalpfaont, 
and program.

QUESTION: You have equipment for the vhole range?
ANSWER: We have equipment for the range that Is indicated by the 

becond number In the lover portion of the figure. There are a lot of blanks 
in the spectrum, however.

These upper sections should not ccnvey the amount of emphases because 
in the optical spectroscopy region, vhlch Is very small, there Is consider
able emphasis in our program and a lot of Interest.
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I  vould like to  etc knowledge the cooperation of the X-10 Chemical 
Division, which has been very helpful to us, especially Fred F itch , who 
has helped us with the handling of plutonium. Ve are In the process of 
getting fa c ili t ie s  to  handle material like  plutonium and some of the 
transuranlc elements, and ve expect to  c a l l  on our good neighbors some 
more to  help us.

From th is paper you w ill be able to see where ve can attack problems 
and observe properties of these elements in  our program.

16
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Paper Kb

ISOTOPE PHYSICS AND SPECTROSCOPY RESEARCH: ATOMIC SPECTROSCOPY

By J. R. McNally, Jr.

A

Thle paper vlll discuss two of the snail sections shown in Fig. 1 of 
Paper 4a, namely, optical spectroscopy and one slightly larger but not 
cowered by us as much, x-ray spectroscopy.

The breakdown of our work, as has been mentioned, oovers senrices and 
research in the field of spectrochemical analysis. We handle approximately 
650 samples a month for about KOOO element determinations. Some of the 
Important samples have been mentioned: hafnium, zirconium, beryllium, 
lithium, all the raw materials of the calutron group, and all their finished 
products for chemical analysis.

Mosers. Spltzer and 8mlth are in charge of the people working in the 
spectrochemical laboratory and all the credit really devolves on them.

In the field of x-ray spectroscopy, besides a certain amount of service 
work euch as identification of crystal structures by me ana of x-ray diffrac
tion, there has been some emphasis on the use of the L-3 absorption edge of 
uranium ao a possible meana of analyzing solutions for uranium content.

Past work in the field of x-rays has covered the obtaining of the char
acteristic K and L spectra of such elements as U3 and 6l, which were pre
pared in the X-10 laboratory, and element 64, which was prepared in one of 
the other ASC laboratories. The x-ray work is being carried on by Messrs. 
Peed and Dunn, and again all the credit devolves on them rather than on the 
supertieors. Dr. Bennett from the University of Louisville has been work
ing with the x-ray group this summer.

In the field of optical spectroscopy, we cover perhaps our largest 
multitude of sins. We are doing work in the following fields: high-resolu
tion spectroscopy, wave-length measurement on the heavy elements, and isotope- 
shift displacement. Perhaps the best way to discuss our work in these fields 
would bo to refer to the figures.

Figure 1 shows boob of the standards which we use In the analysis of 
zirconium material for hafnium in purity. Actually, you cannot follow the 
hafnium line all the way down, but it illustrates the scope of coverage in 
terms of parts per million, etc.

Figure 2 shows some of the past work which has been reported at least 
orally. It illustrates the hyperfine structure of one of the many lines of 
the isotope. The predicted pattern for a nuclear spin of I equals 5/2. 
When a quadrapole Correction is Introduced it agrees quite well with the 
actual obseived pattern, whereas a spin of 7/2 or larger, or 3/2 or smaller, 
definitely cannot fit the pattern.

0-0
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Figure 3 illustrates the purity of the Hg-202 sample which had been 

separated by the calutron group. On the left is the Fabry-Prfrot inter
ference pattern of natural mercury, shoving both isotopic structure and 
hyperfine structure of the odd-mass component. On the right is the Hg-202 
sample which was better than 98 per cent pure. This has also been reported 
in at least one or two scientific meetings.

Figure 4 illustrates some of the emphasis being placed on uranium.
The relative positions of certain isotopic lines, U238 dovn through U233, 
are shown. Two of those, U233 and tr3&, are not naturally occurring, and 
the other three are naturally occurring. This study has been important 
in terms of the possibility of assaying uranium for constituent lsotopee 
by means of a rather cheapened spectroscopic method. It has done a fairly 
good Job, and ve hope, possibly vith an electronic technique, to lsprove 
accuracy and make it even more useful.

QDB8TI0N: Is there considerable isotope effect in these lines?
ANSWER: Thore la considerable isotope effect but not too much hyper- 

fine structure in this particular line.
QUESTION: I on talking about the isotope.
ANSWER? This is not the actual pattern you would see on a plate; this 

is schematic shoving relative positions only.
QUESTION: But the positions are different from what you would get JuBt 

from the reduced mass?
ANSWER: Tee.
QUESTION: How much is the discrepancy here?
ANSWER? A factor of 0.0010 over what you would expect for reduced mass 

plus nuclear motion correction. It is an entirely different type of effect 
in thio caee, having to do with the volums of the nucleus rather than the 
motion of the nucleus. It is found that beginning about the center of the 
periodic table you have a very small nuclear-motion effect and you have the 
beginning of a nuclear-volume effect, which tends to increase with increase 
in mass number, so that by the time you get to uranium, plutonium, or thorium, 
the separation effect ie fairly reasonable.

QUESTION: Could you tell us of the status of comparison between theories 
and experiments on the Isotope effect now?

ANSWER: Host of it has been empirical with the exception of hydrogen
like atoms where you can get fairly good measurement of what the wave function 
of the particular electrona may be at the nucleus. In this case, where you 
have electronic structure of tie type of f3 de or f3 s2, the corrections which 
come in are apparently ouch that you cannot make a careful theoretical cal
culation. In the case of the light elements, the effect of nuclear-motion 
calculations have been made not only for the simple care of hydrogen but for 
two- and throe-electron spectra and I believe, also, that some calculations 
were made on magnesium some 8 or 10 years ago.

Figure 3 shows the Isotope-shift effect in the lithium.resonance doublets 
This investigation was carried out on separated lsotopee Li® and M>, and you 
will note that the fine structure or doublet splitting In either the upper 
or lower section Is plainly identical (and actually turns out to be identical, 
within a few per cent) vith the isotope shift.

3'J» O'H
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I  hope to carry out more careful measurements of these sh if ts  because 
there has been an indication that the fine-structure sp littin g  Is slightly 
different in the tvo isotopes. This has been published previously in the 
lite ra tu re , and v ith  enhanced isotopes i t  might be possible to  ansver that 
question successfully.

Figure 6 shows the beautiful isotope sh if t  that is  obtained when use is 
made of end masses, th a t is , the highest and lowest masses in  enhanced sta te , 
and a l l  those in between are eliminated. I t  also points out the complexity 
of line spectra. When you visualize th a t a  spectrum line of a mixture of 
samarium isotopes w ill be of the order of th is  breadth, you have quite a 
problem in measurement and c lassifica tion  of Bpectra, which is  one of our 
aims - to separate isotopes and obtain beautifully sharp spectrum lines.

Figure 7 shews isotope sh ifts between Th230 and spectrum lines.
Here the sample contained about 13 per cent Th230 (thie was eent to us by 
Dr. Manning of Argonne) and, I believe, the thorium was separated from 
naturally occurring uranium material. This indicates a possible origin in 
Th232 aQ a demy from uranium elements and possibly indicates that U236 did 
ex ist in some prehistoric time.

The work of the optical spectroscopy group Is being done by quite a 
few people: Messrs. G riffin, Gtrukenbroeker, Tonte, Werner and Smith. I 
hope that I have not omitted anyone.

Our biggest p ro jec t, i f  you wish to  look a t i t  that way, la to  extend 
the c lassifica tion  of spectra of the heavy elements. Hi is is  Important if 
i t  1b desired to evaluate such things as nuclear magnetic moment, even on a 
semlquantltative basis. To thie end we have under construction a better 
electromagnet with which we hope to obtain a magnetic f ie ld  of about 100,000 
gauss; although i t  w ill bo designed to  possibly give 200,000 gauss. We hope 
to work a t 100,000 gauss and obtain Zeeman effects of spectra of the heavy 
elements.

We have obtained very good spectra for plutonium, thorium, and uranium 
with eamplee of the order of 100 /xg. We should be able to obtain fairly  
reasonable Zeeman effects of the more intense lines and hence Identify char
ac te ris tic  quantum numbers of these trane uranic elements.

In addition to  carrying out measurements on these heavy elements whit fc 
have multitudinous lice  spectra, i t  is  important, especially in the Zeeman 
effects where th a t number ia multiplied by anything from 10 to 30 (Zeeman 
components), th a t there be an accurate and rapid method of measuring these 
data. We cannot wait u n til Infinity to  get a l l  these answers; wo want to get 
boob today or next week, and to that end we are designing and considering the 
construction of an automatic comparator which should carry out most of that 
routine work of hand and eye use of comparators.

Mr. Werner is  doing most of the work on that, and i t  w ill t ie  in the 
use of fa c ili t ie s  of the International Business Machines Corp. and carry out 
euch things as calculation of wave numbers from wave lengths in a ir  and 
numerous other features, such that we hope the operator can put a plate on 
tbe automatic comparator, smoke a c igare tte , and come back half an hour la ter 
and have an answer for the whole plate of perhaps 2000 or 3000 spectrum lines

The measurement of the spin of Xe*35 la pretty stagnant now and has been 
for some time. Although we have equipment which can be set up and used, we
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have been lim ited by the available eaaplea. At present ve have no Xê -35 or 
xenon samples available for study.

Wo have done some study on 0§M, which vas separated a t T-12. We haje 
done some studies on rhodium, which is  100 per cent isotopic pure and has 
no spin l is te d  In the lite ra tu re .

At present ve have gone to very high orders of interference, and, although 
there is an indication of structure there, the indications are that the nuclear 
magnetic moment is very small. We have no idea as to  the spin. The same 
might bo said of Ca^j, which is  one of the lighter isotopoe for which the spin 
has not been determined.
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Paper he

ISOTOJ* m S  ICS AMD SPROWGCOFT MKKAJTB
mocuab nwxTio* akd mx̂houati shktbosoopt

f j f l . w .  E e ilh o lit

Harold Malcfeli and Boy l l — n a n  a re  working on the  nuclear-induction  
program, th e  program has been one of equipment and technique deve lopes r i  
and r i l l  be app lied  to  the analysis  of leotopee, p a r t ic u la r ly  uranium. la  
add ition , etudlea axe to  be made of the  beery elements and the r+m earth  
e le a se te ,

A sample sea led  In H e con tainer can be examined by nuclear Induction 
aethoda and re tu rned  In the o r ig in a l fo ra  without lose of Material. tu c iee r- 
induction Methods are applied to  Isotopes y ;th  odd oaf a, except lc  cases of 
odd-odd s tru c tu re*  such as tP , U&, B*&, I**, la 22, I***, and I f c w .  Seep lee 
can be s o lid , l iq u id , or gas. The liq u id  eaMplee are  p re fe rred  fo r optimum 
conditions of .̂ofit’en tra tlo n  and s ig n a l response.

The present equipment Includes a lo c a lly  constructed Last resent with 
a 16,000-gauss aagnet. and an instrument constructed by T artan  A ssociates, la s ,  
having a  12,000-gauss eag le t. O p e ra t ic  frequencies are  a v a ila b le  froa 3 to  
9 Megacycles.

The nuc lear-irduc tIon  spectrograph, w ith associated  Magnetic and con tro l 
equlpsart as w a iv e d  from Verier. A ssociates, has undergone some modifications 
fo r research with A fixed frequency of 2 .}  Megacycles and Magnetic
scanning are nov being used fo r the in v estig a tio n .

The work or, 1^35 should give fu r th e r  in f creation  on fundamental properties 
of the nucleus, ! • , ,  spin and aagnetlc aoasnt. The ap p lic a tio n  of nuclear- 
induction developments to the gaueoue-diffusion process o r  reac to r control is  
s  p o s s ib il ity , S tab le  isotopes w il l  a lso  be studied In the  presen t prog ran.

A L. Southern and H. W. Morgan a re  working on the  Microwave prog ran,
Which Is a c tiv e  in  Molecular spectroscopy and Isotopic a n a ly s is .

Molecular spectroscopy in microwaves includes the determ ination of both 
■olecular and nuclear propart le a . With the a v a ila b ili ty  of the  high resolu
tio n  the e f fe c ts  of Isotopes are  very pronounced In microwave sp ec tra . Mole u- 
la r-s tru c tu re  s tu d ie s  Include frequency determ ination, aooente of lo e r tla , 
isotope e f fe c ts ,  nuclear spine, quadrupole e ffe c ts , and S ta rk  e ffe c ts  for 
lin e a r , sy m astrle-top / and aayrae t r i e  -top molecules.

Micrewave techniques require Materials in a  gaseous ax a te ,  and the mole
cule must have s  permanent dipole moment, q u an tita tiv e  measurements Involve 
absorption of energy a t  fixed frequencies sim ilar to  the techniques used lc  
In fra-red  The reso lu tio n  is  high enough to  give lin e s  w ith in te rs  i t  le t 
dependent on Iso top ic  concentrations.
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The eic rovers spectrograph ha* been applied to the isotopic analysis 
of H*- In aflsor.ta and Ĉ 3 in cyanogen chloride.

Table 1—NucLear -Induct ion Sigralo

Semple Isotope
Magnetic f ie ld , 

gauss
frequency,
megacycles

S ignal to  noise 
r a t io

Hi 1,550 6.58 150:1
11,000 7.16 200.1

P-10 wax r i9 1,600 6.40 60:1
n 1127 7.500 6.36 25:1
a ic i3
HaAeO-

6 ,poo 6.88 15:1
■a?3 5,700 • 6.41 20:1
V51 5 , too 6.48 12:1

UNCh h O 3,*90 6.52 60:1
L i d UL 3,*90 6.12 90:1
Cu Cu*?3 *,*00 5-00 44:1

CÛ > *,200 5-00 26:1
NaBr Bl*A? *,200 5.02 35:1

5,600 5.02 50:1
RbCl 12,000 5.00 35:1

Fbfi7 5,*00 7.80 30:1
TKAcf 3,000 7.82 15:1

Ti205 • 3,000 7.91 35:1

Table 1 shove the number of compounds vhich hare been tested on the 
present nuclear-induction equipment. The equipment v t l l  operate between 
3 and 9 toegacyrlea. The P-10 wax, the V2 O5 , and the copper represent solid 
materials; the remainder represent liquids or solutions. The solutions run 
from IN up to saturation, These are not new compounds but represent a t r ia l  
run on our nuclear-InductIon equipment.

QUESTION: How long does i t  take to get a signal when you place a 
sample In the equipmentt

ANSWER I t  is  possible to get them In Just a few minutes If  you know 
•'here to tune the equipment.

QUESTION: This lo with magnetic catalysts!
ANSWER; Tee.
QUESTION: The reason I ask is because I understand oome of the X-10 

people went over to Y-12 about the general question of whether these me-hods 
are a t a l l  practical as a straightforward chemical analytical method.

ANSWER; I believe you w ill find that they are, providing you have your 
series of frequencies prepared ahead of time and Just tune to the particular 
frequency for the particu lar isotope.

QUESTION: Was th is  the general consensus, that the thing might be made
Into a practical spectroscopic analytical method!

ANSWER: We have not gone at I t  from that angle. We are going a t I t  by 
studying ratios, epln, and magnstlc moment and with the p o ss ib ilitie s  of using

339 9J2
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the intensity of the signals as a quantitative measurement,. But it could be 
used as a qualitative instrument.

QUESTION I was thinking of it as a quantitative analysis but I vae 
vender i:g how, considering the difficulties in getting the signals, it vould 
compare with the optteal-epectroacopy set hod as a etralghtforvard method!

ANSWER I believe It vould Just be a natter of tuning the dial to a 
particular frequency.

QUESTION: So you do think it light be a practical scheme If it worked
outt

ANSWER: I think It vlll take considerable work, but I thin* it vould
go In that direction.

QUESTION. You do feel though that the difficulties in finding the 
resonance and tuning In, etc., are not prohibitive!

ANSWER! No, they are not, but there are so many little varlablos that 
creep In that It Is going to take eome time to iron it out of the electronic 
equi peart.

QUESTION: Do I take it then that you have not found a olgual from aiy
of tho uraniua laotopos?

ANSWER: We have not found a signal. Searches have been Bade on eolld 
uraniua fluorldo and on solutions of uranium aulfate, but ve have not seen a 

. elgral.
QUESTION; Have you looked for U233t
ANSWER: No.

Figure 1 shove a recorder trace of the 11*5 in ammonia. Notice the 
comparisons, there ore three separate concentrations, going from O.38 to 
1.3 and 2.5, in which the N ^  is compared to the N̂ -5.

Figure ?. Is oimllar to Fig. 1 for C^3 and chloride in which tho measure
ments aro again made over vlth over-all peak.

Figure 31 tuken from tho experimental data, shove the straight-line 
graph running again from O.38 up to 4.3 per cent. Experimentally this has 
been a straight line and is being used as a calibration curve in the analysis 
of lA5.

Figure 4 is an experimental standardisation curve for C13. From normal 
abundance to 1.1 up to 5 per cent, there la a atraight-line relation. Wo 
have experimental results up to 10 per cent. There i6 a alight curve due to 
nonlinearitiee in the electronic system.

Iootoplc analysis by microwave techniques in the present stage of 
development does not meet the high precision of a Nier type spoctrograph. 
However, routine results for carbon or nitrogen by microwave methods would 
bo 1.00 ± 0.03 and the 1.000 ±  0.003 for the Nier maBe spectrograph.

An investigation of volatile metallic compounds io under vay for such 
compounds as VOCI3, methyl mercuric chloride, and lithium ethyl.

In order to vork with lighter molecules such as lithium methyl and car
bon monoxide, it Is nodessary to extend the frequency range considerably. 
Work la being directed to 40,000 megacycles; plane are then to proceed to 
60,000 megacycles with klystrons. The range of 60,000 to 90,000 megacycles 
vlll require the use of second and third harmonics of lover-frequency tubes.



The nuclear-Induction and ale revere program! are planned for both 
practical applications and fundamental reeearch, and ve shall have plenty 
of each thle coming year.
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Fig . 1— Recorder tra c e s  fo r ammonia (125 n  pressure)
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Paper

MATERIAL LABORATORY ACTIVITIES; HfTRODUCTION

By P. J. Barela ton

The Materials Laboratory of the Ieotope Raaaarch and Production 
Division <e engaged In research, development, Investigational and develop
mental aerv'ce, and consultant work.

Principal fields covered are ceramics, plastics^ aetale, and certain 
combinations thereof. The projects cover: (1) Independent research and
development, such as the vork being dona on zirconium, hafnium, and other 
metal reductions, and studies of unconventional ceramics; (2) developmental 
problems and studies in cooperation with and/or as a service to other divi
sions (in this category there have been ouch developmental Jobs as corrosion 
studies, voiding and plating of metals, hydride preparations, graphite puri
fication, and fabrication of special ceramics and metal parts); and (3) the 
provision of services and consultation as a result of the availability of the 
particular skills and equipment available In the laboratory.

There are light people in the laboratory, Including myself. These people 
are divided Into tvo general groups. In a department of this site though, as 
is usual, there Is very close coordination betveon the tvo groups and moot of 
the time the linos are very broad.

In one of the groups vhich ve call the "Ceramics Group," dealing with 
ceramics, graphite purification, etc., ve have Jesse Griffin and Fred Boody. 
Ralph Hutchison heads this group.

In addition, during the summer, ve have the servicee of Dr. McVay from 
the University of Alabama on the Research Participant Program.

The other group, vhich mainly concerns Itself vlth metals, is cosposed 
of Roy Roseberry, Stan Fulkerson, and Frank Knox. This group Is headed by 
Frank Lambert.
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Paper 5b

MATERIALS LABORATORY ACTmTEES: CERAMICS AND GRAPHITE 

By R. 0. Hutchison

Our ceramics program difforo from the regular research program in that 
ve hare two primary functions Instead of one. The first function is the 
development of ceramics for use within our own division. In other divisions 
in OREL, T-12, and X-10, and at K-2}. The second function, which le both 
research and development, embraces longer ranged problems In which the ABC 
is particularly Interested.

The general types of work carried on consist of development work on 
electrical Insulators, cast ceramic heaters, ceramic reactors for high- 
temperature chemistry, ceramic crucibles for melting such materials as 
uranium, tireonlurn, hafnium, and lithium, and ceramic crucibles for holding 
some of these special queer ABC-sponsored alloys, such aa Bl-&r, Li-U, etc.

The laboratory le also used to furnish Information on properties of 
cersmlOB which might be helpful In developing techniques of fabricating 
ceramics and to advise on source of supply when possible. A certain amount 
of experimental electroplating le carried out. Some examples of this are 
a smooth copper plate on graphite, rhenium plating of tantalum, and, at 
present, an investigation of the silver plating of uranium for the MTA 
program. The latter includes shortening the present process end experiment
ing with an entirely different process.

A carbon tube furnace le maintained in the laboratory for the purpose 
of purifying carbon and graphite parte. This purifying process consists of 
chlorinating the graphite and carbon parts, crucibles, etc. in an atmosphere 
of approximately 85 per cant chlorine and 15 per cent carbon monoxide at a 
temperature of about l600°C. The average Impurity of new extremely pure 
graphite ranges from 1000 to 2000 ppm; after processing these Impurities 
range from 25 ppm downward. This furnace will handle pieces up to 5.5 in.
In diameter and 27 in. long. Used calutroa parte, encrusted with all types 
of contaminants, are purified to the same degree. Since the furnace was 
constructed, several thousand places have been purified In this manner, and 
because of the constant use of the furnace ve are adding a new one that will 
handle pieces approximately 16 In. cube.

I would like to give a few specific examples of the type of problems 
we have handled, starting with ceramic heaters.

As the calutron begins to process higher and higher temperature com
pounds, particularly the rare earths, the calrod heaters generally used had 
to be abandoned for high-temperature heaters (see Paper 2). A reeoarch
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program voa carried out In cloe* cooperation with the production personnel, 
and I t  has resulted in producing a heater that vlU  operate sa tisfac to rily  
for long periods of t ie s  above 1000°C.

The f i r s t  approach to th is problem consisted lc embedding aolybdanua 
elements In various ceramic materials. The body giving the best result* 
vaa aluminum oxide with a fev per cent glare blrider. However, the heater 
proved unsatisfactory owing to frequrrt burr-outs, and th is lead to  the 
development of a Invite heater, aeanir* s i l ic a te , with graphite elements.
This heater Is in use today.

In working with a  number of these unconventional ceramics, I t  Is 
necessary to f i r s t  synthesize some of thaee compounds. This en ta ils  high- 
temperature-chemistry techniques \uually involving the use of purified 
graphite reactors in vacuum or controlled atmospheres. Ilrcoaium nitride, 
zirconium carbide, thorium sulfide, boron n itride , and tantalum carbide are 
a fev of the m aterials that have been synthesized In th is  manner. Ceramets, 
or caramels, la a mixture of conducting and Insulating m aterials, aa the 
mixture of a metal in an oxide, the functions of the' metal powder being 
twofold. In some cases metal acts as a producer of free electrons and in 
others I t  acts aa a reducing agent for the oxide.

Semiconductors have been fabricated from magnesium oxide, carbon and 
zirconium oxide, zirconium oxide, iron oxide, and copper powder; fluid mix
tures of thorla and molybdenum powder have been prepared by cold-pressing 
with a binder, usually fired about l600°C In a vacuum. These piece*, which 
were In the shape of washers, were used In experiments on low-temperature- 
Ignition filaments (see Paper 6).

The fabrication of pure oxide parte , zerconla, magnesia, and aluminum 
oxide, le usually done in the laboratory In one of three ways. Tne f i r s t  
method la by s lip  casting, which consists In preparing a flu id  mixture of 
the material, about the cons latency of cream, pouring i t  into p laster molds, 
and adding material u n til  a sufficient wall thickness le reached. Tho ma
te r ia l  la then taken out, carefully dried, and fired  to the desired tempera
tures. The second method Is cold-pressing, which would also be called "tamp
ing, " and consists In pressing materials a t room temperature with an organic 
binder. I  might add here that a good part of our plastic  work la used as 
binders for these ceramics. The m aterial is  then fired In the usual garner.
A great deal of th is  type of work has been done on magnesium oxide.

Another example of cold-pressing and fir in g  to various temperatures le 
our recent work on calcium fluoride as a refractory. This m aterial vac 
developed as a reactor lining for the zirconium-metals production and as a 
reactor lining fo r the fluorination of zirconium oxide. I t  vus found that 
by sintering extremely pure calcium fluoride a t approximately 1000°C, pre- 
grinding to a specified mesh, and re firin g  to about 1200°C, a good piece of 
wars vao obtained.

v
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lhe third type of fabrication is hot-pressing. This consists iu pack
ing the material In a graphite die and surrounding the die with theroatomic 
carbon, which in turn Is surrounded by a quartz container. Outside of that 
le placed the induction coll for Induction heating. The material ie then 
preseed In graphite, approximately 1000 to 1200 pal, and raised to 1800 to 
200O°C. While at this temperature the pressure is maintained for a fev 
minutes after which the piece is pressed out into a container of graphite or 
carbon powder and allowed to cool.

Using these various methods of research and development, the search 
goes on for material to hold uranium, zirconium, hafnium, with varying degrees 
of success.

Several divisions at Y-12 have taken advantage of these services, and 
it is our hope that we can make the services available to every division in 
0RNL that is interested.
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Paper 5c

MATERIAL LABORATORY ACTIVITIES: METALS 

By F. J. Lambert

The metallurgy program ve are working on can be applied to four phases: 
zirconium-metal reduction, hafnium-metal reduction, lithium and uranium 
alloying, and Investigations and development work.

ZIRCONIUM-METAL REDUCTION

The work in the reduction of zirconium fluoride hae been continuing for 
oeven months, during which time techniques were developed for producing a 
ductile zirconium. The present method being used to produce ductile zirconium 
can best be illustrated by a sketch of the reactor vessel, Fig. 1.

In the reactor vessel ve have a steel shell, which has a tube welded on 
each side, In which ve tamp a calcium fluoride liner. A mixture of zlrconlun 
fluoride, Iodine and calcium metal, Is placed In the center, and a cover of 
calcium fluoride Is placed on top. Through the tube ve push a tantalum rod 
vhlch has high resistance In the center so that when ve pass a current through 
this rod It will get hot and set the charge off. This rod has some D-29 
gaskets placed on It and a Kerotest fitting tightened on to make it vacuum 
tight .•

This bomb la then closed with an Iron lid, and a copper gasket le seated 
betveen the lid and the bomb itself in order to produce a good Joint. We 
evacuate this bomb three times and till It with argon three times, finally 
ending up with an atmosphere of argon. Ve are then ready for firing.

Concentration of effort Is currently being placed on the elimination 
of Impurities vhlch have been definitely established as detrimental to the 
corrosion resistance of zirconium metal. The ones that are nov above the 
tolerable limits are aluminum and magnesium. Nitrogen, vhlch Is also bad, 
has previously been running about 500 ppm, but It Is nov dovn to about 70 ppm. 
The chief source of the nitrogen had been the calcium metal used. Fresh 
batches of calcium metal low in nitrogen are nov being used.

The aluminum appears to be coming from the calcium fluoride liner, and 
tests are nov In progress to lover the aluminum content In the calcium fluoride. 
The calcium metal appears to be the greatest carrier of magnesium and only 
calcium metal of a low magnesium content will be used in future runs. When 
the aluminum and magnesium Impurities are levered below this tolerable limit, 
we should have a corrosion-resistant zirconium.
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QUESTION: Does your argon have any nitrogen in It?
ANSWER: Yob, It has nitrogon in It, but, as I said, the tolerable limit 

of nitrogon In the metal lo 100 ppm, and ve are running about 70 ppm.
QUESTION: Ie that the tolerance for corrosion or cross section?
ANSWER: Corrosion.

HAFNIUM-METAL REDUCTION

The reduction of hafnium fluoride le being carried out In very much the 
same manner as that of zirconium. Ve use the hafnium fluoride instead of the 
zirconium fluoride. The apparent higher melting point of hafnium makes It 
difficult for the metal to consolidate Into a button. Out of several reduc
tions wo have produced one button; the other reductions have produced pleceo 
of metal. Ve are continuing to experiment by varying the quantities of the 
charge material. Vhen hafnium metal of sufficient quantity is produced, a 
research program designed to study the physical properties of hafnium will 
be carried out in cooperation with Dr. Andersen and Mr. Manly of the X-10 
Metallurgy Division.

LITHIUM AND URANIUM ALLOYS

An attempt to make a 10 per cent Li-U alloy by firing a mixture of 
lithium fluoride— uranium fluoride, Iodine, and calcium in a magnesium-11:red 
bomb appeared to be very promising, except for the fact that the lithium 
soaked through the magnesium oxide liner and It was Impossible to separate.
A molybdenum cup was used in place of the magnesium oxide liner in an 
attempt to overcome the problem of soaking. Instead of a 10 per cent lithium 
alloy, a 3 P©r cent lithium alloy was attempted. By reducing the lithium It 
was hoped that a button would result which would not oxidize as rapidly as 
the 10 per cent lithium alloy. The button formed contained only 60 ppm; the 
remaining lithium was evidently tied up with the slag. A third attempt to 
make a .10 per cent U-Li alloy by reducing uranium tetrafluoride in molten 
lithium aloo failed because of segregation of the uranium (Fig. 2).

INVESTIGATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Under this heading fall those requests that require examinations of 
metal-equipment failures and investigations and development of new methods 
for doing specific jobs.

Recently cold-welding of aluminum and copper was developed industrially, 
and Mr. Case of Y-12 foresaw possible application of this process in the 
fabrication of aluminum liners. The advantage gained would be the reduction 
of warpage which occurs in arc-welding these liners. Mr. Case had the oppor
tunity to witness the cold-welding operation and submitted samples for In
vestigation.

The welding operation consists In stamping two pieces of aluminum sheet 
between dies of Identical shape. The sheets are left with an Indentation 
which extends about halfway through. The samples I had, after cold-welding, 
looked something like that shown in Fig. 3.
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The sheets vere about 0.068 thick. This vas pressed down about half* 
way through, which was about 0.034. The veld zone Is about ha lf the length 
of what you night c a ll  the "welding surface" of the die. All these velds 
vere 1 in. long.

For those who might hare use for th is  typo of veld, the T-12 shops 
v l l l  be In a position to  do fabrication by th is  method In the very near 
future.

At the request of Mr. Graham of the Reactor Development Group of X-10, 
a study vas made to  determine the fe a s ib ility  of making pressure velds on 
pipe In the laboratory, n ils  method of voiding vas being considered In re 
placing the pump In the homogenous reactor when I t  failed . Of course th is 
would have to be done by remote control. The conditions needed to  produce 
velds of good quality vere found to be too exacting, and consequently I t  
vas decided to shelve th is  method In lieu  of another which v l l l  probably be 
in ert arc-welding.

Work Is being carried on in cooperation with Dr. Livingston of 1-12 
and C. D. Smith of X-10 on the development of the fabrication method to be 
used for the linear accelerator.

Plating procedures fo r uranium are being studied at the Materials 
Laboratory and a t T-12 plating shops. Samples are being furnished Mr. Smith 
fo r bonding tes ts  to  other metals. Heater p lates for use In hot pressure 
bonding are being fabricated fo r th is  p ro jec t. Castings used fo r bonding 
experiments v l l l  also  be made.
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Fig. 1— Reactor vessel.
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Fig. 2—X-ray picture allowing segregation ol uranium In the Ingot cast o( U-Ll alloy.
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Pig. 3— Cold-welded sample.
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Fig. 4—Microphotograph of cold-woldod aluminum.
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Paper 6

SOURCE, FILAMENT, AND VACUUM RESEARCH

By C. R. Baldock

The p r in c ip a l o b je c tiv e  o f th e  eource and filam en t study i s  t o  carry  
o u t a  program o f re se a rc h  in  the  c o l l i e  io n -p ro cess  phenomenon r e la te d  to ,  
o r  encountered in ,  c a lu tro n  production o f th e  iso to p e s . Our c h ie f  piece 
o f  equipment f o r  th e  Ion-source s tu d ie s  I s  a  60 deg neotype s p e c ia l ly  con
s tru c te d  mass sp ec tro m ete r. There a re  s e v e ra l  fe a tu re s  o f th i s  equipment 
which 1 th in k  would be o f I n te re s t .

I t  has an 8 in .  ra d iu s  o f cu rvatu re  f o r  th e  ions . The p o le  gap is  
1 I n . ,  and we a re  a b le  to  e a s ily  g e t up t o  11,000 gauss In  th e  gap . Per
haps one of the  most novel fea tu re s  o f th e  magnet I s  the  f a c t  t h a t  i t  is  
mounted from above th e  vacuum system, which allow s a  g rea t d ea l o f  a c c e ss i
b i l i t y  and ease o f s e rv ic in g . Another n ovel fe a tu re  i s  th a t  we a re  d riv ing  
th e  magnetic f i e l d  d i r e c t ly  from an amp 11 dyne genera to r r a th e r  th a n  from 
th e  usual type o f  e le c t ro n ic s .

This Instrum en t, we f in d , Is  most s u i ta b le  fo r  Our p a r t i c u la r  typo of 
problems because I t  en ab les  us to  su b je c t th e  ion source to  a  w ide v a r ie ty  
o f  co n d itio n s , p a r t i c u la r ly  those vary ing  th e  magnetic f i e l d  w ith o u t d is tu rb 
in g  the  magnetic f i e l d  used fo r  ana lyz ing  and so r tin g  ou t th e  fragm en ts ..
Mr. John S ite s  Is  In  charge o f th is  p a r t i c u la r  lab o ra to ry .

During the p a s t few months we have been  in v e s tig a tin g  a  number of 
charge compound c rac k in g  f ra c t io n s .  The reason  we have choBen to  look in to  
th e se  cracking p a t te rn s  I s  th a t  we have b e lie v e d  th a t  by so doing we could 
p re d ic t  the o p e ra tin g  c h a ra c te r i s t ic s  o f th e se  compounds when used  as charge 
m a te ria ls  in  th e  c a lu tro n .  Our work in  th e  p a s t th ree  months seems to  bear 
o u t th is  p re d ic tio n  v e ry  w e ll . I  w i l l  c i t e  only th ree  exam ples.

In  the oase o f  tu n g s te n  h exach lo rlde , In  s p i te  of our long o p era tin g  
experience , we have n ever been ab le  to  g e t  very  s a tis fa c to ry  .ion  y ie ld .  On 
study ing  the c rack in g  p a tte rn s  under s ln g le -c o llis lo n -p ro c e B s  c o n d itio n s , we 
have found, in  a d d i t io n  to  a  very high  percen tage o f a l l  o f th e  p o ssib le  
c h lo r id e s , o x y ch lo rid es , and oxides as w e ll ,  which came as no g re a t  su rp rise  
to  the  ch a rg e -p re p a ra tio n  cherniate, th a t  th e  e lec tro n s  which produced the 
s in g le  p lus m otal Io n , in  the case o f tu n g s te n , must have a  v e lo c i ty  co rre 
sponding to  a minimum o f  20 v o l t s ,  n i l s  i s  r a th e r  s ig n if ic a n t  when you 
r e a l iz e  th a t  In  th e  c a lu tro n  a rc  the  average v e lo c ity  o f th e  e le c tro n s  proba
b ly  dooB not exceed 2 .5  to  4 .5  v o lts  and th a t  you only have a v a i la b le ,  per
h ap s , th e  h igh-energy  t a l l  of some p o s s ib le  secondaries to  do th e  io n iz in g  
when you a re  g e t t in g  th e  s in g le  p lus m etal Io n s .
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Just to  check something that vae known to be an extremely fine positive - 
Ion producer, thallouo chloride vae checked, and I t  was found, ae expected, 
that about 98 per cent of a l l  ions produced were the a ingle plus metal lone 
and th a t electron* with velocities even less than 10 volts could easily pro
duce the deolred ion.

We have recently checked rhenium tetrachloride, which was proposed as a 
possible material for obtaining rhenium isotopes. The mass spectrometer 
analysis shoved that a l l  one was doing vhen he heated the compound was to 
drive o ff the rhenium and th a t none of the metal ions appeared at a l l .  On 
that baslB  i t  vao predicted that i t  vas not possible to serve as a calutron 
charge material.

Subsequently, a te s t  vas made running an arc in a magnetic fie ld , and 
spectroscopic means vere used to  check i t .  I t  vae proven conclusively tha t 
a l l  one did vas to drive off the chlorine, and ve vere very glad to  be able 
to return a l l  the rhenium fo r further vork.

There are a number of fie ld s that ve want to move into, such as improv
ing lon-eource deficiency, but I v i l l  not discuss our ideas about th a t. We 
would also like to eventually breach the gap that ex ists between the high 
precision of the mass spectrometer and the high Ion currents that one obtains 
in the calutron.

In the filament laboratory we have as our prime objective, of course, 
the extension of the l ife  of filaments which are used to  produce the prlmaiy 
electrons needed to run the arcs. We found there a rather complex mixture of 
filament evaporation, chemical attacks, and erosion on the ion bombardment.

We have a veil-equipped laboratory operated by Mr. Lees. In addition 
to the vacuum system and magnet ve have a-o and d-c supplies and a l l  the 
necessary equipment for high-precision current measurement, vacuum or pres
sure measurement, and measurement of flow rates, optical pyrometers and 
radiation instruments for temperature measurements, e tc .

Our vork has proceeded in four fleldB and I v i l l  say only in passing 
that attempts a t producing activation of filaments under positive-ion bombard
ment have yielded some success, but i t  is extremely d ifficu lt in that you 
always have to proceed under the astfumption that you have a mechdnlem for 
constantly replacing the m aterial since any preactirated surfaces are imme
diately cleaned up under posltlve-ion bombardment and the electron production 
from such surfacso is extremely e rra tic .

Our most hopeful program to  obtain a filament to  withstand the high 
currents in ion bombardments v i l l  probably come out of our studies of some of 
the semiconductor m aterials, We are grateful to  the Materials Laboratory for 
the development vork they have done in fabricating some te s t pieces, and ve 
hope they v i l l  soon have the hydraulic presses needed to give ue the exact 
types needed for detailed testing .

Baelo studies of a large number of properties are carried on continuously 
because ve can predict one thing with certainty, that is ,  every time you go 
to a nev element you have an entirely  different type of filament problem 
usually of a nature you never would have predicted.

In regard to our vacuum research, I would Like to  say that ve have been 
extremely fortunate in having Dr. Noroand directing th is  vork since the*early 
part of the project. Perhaps you do not know th is  but i t  vas he and
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Dr. Robert Thornton who did a l l  the early  reeearch and development work 
which made I t  poeelble to go from the laboratory type of a few l i te r s  per 
second pump up to the many thousand l i te r s  per second pump which hao operated 
so successfully ever since the beginning of the electromagnetic project. His 
work comprises, the development through experimental determination and theo- 

n re t  lea l analyses, techniques and information regarding equipment, materials,
and design principles and techniques, which are applicable to tho construction 
and operation of high-vacuum equipment and associated processes.

I  w ill mention only three recent phases of his work. Incidentally, he 
has a well-equipped laboratory with a large number of pumps, parts , and 

• measuring devices. Mr. William Rathkamp la In charge of th is  laboratory.
Tests have recently been made on a large aeries of vacuum greases for hlgh- 
vaouum work, and i t  has been found that th e ir  relative merits can be shown 
both by weight and pump-down curves; he is  in  the process of completing a 
report on that study.

He has also investigated the effects of various gasket m aterials, and 
he finds that the in i t i a l  very marked outgasalng or evaporation is  a transient 
rather than a permanent phenomenon and once the materials are removed from 
the vacuum system they quickly return to th e ir  previous bad behavior. Finally, 
I would say that he has done extenolve work with regard to gauge calibration, 
and i t  la his finding that for general purpose use I t  is hardly worth doing 
much precise calibrating in the ion gauges because the variations with condi
tions of use are large and most unpredictable.

Our group is  very happy to have with us th is summer Dr. Carr from Auburn. 
His vast experience with chlorine and chlorine-containing compounds has been 
invaluable to us in evaluating some of these materials.


